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 1. Introduction and preliminaries 
L. Thivagar [1] introduced the concept of nano topological
spaces with respect to a subset X of a universe U . We study the
relationships between some near nano open sets in nano topo-
logical spaces. In this paper we study the relationships between
some weak forms of nano open sets in nano topological spaces.∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +20 2 22629009; fax: +20 2 22629009. 
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under the CC BY-NC-ND license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.joems.2016.01.008 Also, we introduce the notion of nano β-continuity between
nano topological spaces and we investigate several properties of
these types of near nano continuity. Finally, we introduce two
examples as an applications in nano topological spaces. 
Deﬁnition 1.1. [2] Let U be a non-empty ﬁnite set of objects
called the universe and R be an equivalence relation on U named
as the in discernibility relation. The pair ( U , R ) is said to be the
approximation space. Let X ⊆ U . 
(i) The lower approximation of X with respect to R is de-
noted by L R ( X ). That is, L R (X ) = ∪ x ∈ U { R (x ) : R (x ) ⊂
X } where R ( x ) denotes the equivalence class determined
by x . 
(ii) The upper approximation of X with respect to R is de-
noted by H R ( X ). That is, H R (X ) = ∪ x ∈ U { R (x ) : R (x ) ∩
X  = φ} . oduction and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article 
nc-nd/4.0/ ). 
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Fig. 2 (iii) The boundary region of X with respect to R is denoted by
B R ( X ). That is, B R (X ) = H R (X ) − L R (X ) . 
According to Pawlak’s deﬁnitions, X is called a rough set if 
 R (X )  = H R (X ) . 
eﬁnition 1.2. [1] Let U be the universe and R be an 
quivalence relation on U . Then for X ⊆ U , τR (X ) =
 U, φ, L R (X ) , H R (X ) , B R (X ) } is called the nano topology on
 .We call ( U , τR ( X )) is a nano topological space. 
The elements of τR ( X ) are called a nano open sets and the
omplement of a nano open sets is called nano closed sets. 
eﬁnition 1.3. [3] Let ( U , τR ( X )) be a nano topological space,
he set β = { U, L R (X ) , B R (X ) } is called a bases for the nano
opology τR ( X ) on U with respect to X . 
eﬁnition 1.4. [1] If ( U , τR ( X )) is a nano topological space with
espect to X , where X ⊆ U and if A ⊆ U , then 
(i) The nano interior of the set A is deﬁned as the union of
all nano open subsets contained in A , and is denoted by
nint ( A ). 
(ii) The nano closure of the set A is deﬁned as the intersection
of all nano closed subsets containing A , and is denoted by
ncl ( A ). 
eﬁnition 1.5. [1,4] Let ( U , τR ( X )) be a nano topological space
nd A ⊆ U . Then A is said to be: 
(i) Nano regular open if A = nint(ncl (A )) , 
(ii) Nano α-open if A ⊆ nint ( ncl ( nint ( A ))), 
(iii) Nano semi-open if A ⊆ ncl ( nint ( A )), 
(iv) Nano preopen if A ⊆ nint ( ncl ( A )), 
(v) Nano γ -open (or nano b -open) if A ⊆ ncl ( nint ( A )) ∪
nint ( ncl ( A )), 
(vi) Nano β-open (or nano semi- preopen) if A ⊆
ncl ( nint ( ncl ( A ))). 
The family of all nano regular open (resp. nano α-open, 
ano semi-open, nano preopen, nano γ -open and nano β- 
pen) sets in a nano topological space ( U , τR ( X )) is denotedy NRO ( U , X ) (resp. N αO ( U , X ), NSO ( U , X ), NPO ( U , X ),
 γO ( U , X ) and N βO ( U , X )). 
eﬁnition 1.6. [3] A subset K of a nano topological space ( U ,
R ( X )) is called nano regular closed (resp. nano α-closed, nano
emi-closed, nano preclosed, nano γ -closed and nano β-closed) 
f its complements is nano regular open (resp. nano α-open, 
ano semi-open, nano preopen, nano γ -open and nano β- 
pen). 
eﬁnition 1.7. [1] A nano topological space ( U , τR ( X )) is called
ano extremally disconnected if the nano closure of each nano 
pen subset of U is nano open, or equivalently, if every nano
egular closed subset of U is nano open. 
eﬁnition 1.8. Let ( U , τR ( X )) and (V, τ ∗R ′ (Y )) be nano topo-
ogical spaces. A mapping f : (U, τR (X )) → (V, τ ∗R ′ (Y )) is said
o be: 
(1) nano continuous [5] if f −1 (B) is nano open set in U for
every nano open set B in V . 
(2) nano α-continuous [6] if f −1 (B) is nano α-open set in U
for every nano open set B in V . 
(3) nano semi-continuous [6] if f −1 (B) is nano semi-open set 
in U for every nano open set B in V . 
(4) nano pre-continuous [6] if f −1 (B) is nano preopen set in
U for every nano open set B in V . 
(5) nano γ -continuous [7] (or nano b-continuous) if f −1 (B) 
is nano γ -open (or nano b-open) set in U for every nano
open set B in V . 
. Fundamental properties of nano near open sets 
he following diagram holds for a subset A of a nano topologi-
al space ( U , τR ( X )). 
The following examples show that, none of these implica- 
ions is reversible. 
xample 2.1. Let U = { a, b, c, d} with U/R = {{ a } , { d} , { b, c }}
nd A = { a, d} . Then one can deduce that τR (A ) =
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 { U, φ, { a, d}} . Here, the set { a , b , d } is nano α-open but
not nano open in ( U , τR ( A )). 
Example 2.2. Let U = { a, b, c, d} with U/R = {{ a } , { c } , { b, d}}
and A = { a, b} . Then the nano topology is deﬁned as τR (A ) =
{ U, φ, { a } , { b, d} , { a, b, d}} . Then, we have the following:- 
(1) If B = { a, b, d} , then B is nano open but not nano regular
open. 
(2) If C = { a, c } , then C is nano semi-open but not nano α-
open. 
(3) If D = { a, b} , then D is nano preopen but not nano α-
open. 
(4) If E = { a, b, c } , then E is nano γ -open but not nano semi-
open. 
(5) If G = { b, c } , then G is nano β-open but not nano γ -open.
(6) If F = { b, c, d} , then F is nano γ -open but not nano pre-
open. 
Proposition 2.1. For every nano topological space ( U , τR ( X )), we
have that: NPO ( U , X ) ∪ NSO ( U , X ) ⊆ N γO ( U , X ) ⊆ N βO ( U ,
X ) holds but none of these implications can be reversed. 
Proposition 2.2. Let ( U , τR ( X )) be a nano topological space then:
(i) If A ⊆ U is nano open and B ⊆ U is nano semi-open (resp.
nano preopen, nano β-open, nano γ -open) then A ∩ B is
nano semi-open (resp, nano preopen, nano β-open, nano γ -
open). 
(ii) For every subset A ⊆ U , A ∩ nint ( ncl ( A )) is nano preopen. 
(iii) A ⊆ U is nano γ -open, if and only if A is the union of a
nano semi-open set and a nano preopen set. 
Proposition 2.3. If ( U , τR ( X )) is nano extremally disconnected
space. Then, the following statements hold: 
(1) Each nano β-open set is nano preopen. 
(2) Each nano β-closed set is nano preclosed. 
(3) Each nano semi-open set is nano α-open. 
(4) Each nano semi-closed set is nano α-closed. 
Proof. It follows from the fact that if ( U , τR ( X )) is nano ex-
tremally disconnected, then the notions of nano α-open sets,
nano semi-open sets ,nano preopen sets and nano β-open sets
are equivalent. 
Proposition 2.4. For a nano topological space ( U , τR ( X )) the
following properties are equivalent: 
(1) ( U , τR ( X )) is nano extremally disconnected. 
(2) NSO ( U , X ) ⊆ NPO ( U , X ). 
(3) NβO (U, X ) = NPO (U, X ) . 
(4) NγO (U, X ) = NPO (U, X ) . 
Proof. (1) ⇔ (2) and (1) ⇔ (3) these are obvious. Clearly, (3) ⇒ (4)
and (4) ⇒ (1) follow immediately from Proposition 2.1 
Proposition 2.5. The intersection of a nano preopen set and a
nano α-open set is nano preopen. 
Proof. Let A ∈ NPO ( U , X ) and B ∈ N αO ( U , X ), then
A ⊂ nint ( ncl ( A )), B ⊂ nint ( ncl ( nint ( B ))). So, A ∩ B
⊂ nint ( ncl ( A )) ∩ nint ( ncl ( nint ( B ))) ⊂ nint ( nint ( ncl ( A )) ∩
ncl ( nint ( B ))) ⊂ nint ( ncl ( ncl ( A ) ∩ nint ( B ))) ⊂ nint(ncl (ncl (A ∩
B))) = nint(ncl (A ∩ B)) . Hence, A ∩ B is nano preopen. 
Corollary 2.6. The union of a nano preclosed set and a nano α-
closed set is nano preclosed set. Proposition 2.7. The intersection of a nano α-open set and a nano
β-open set is nano β-open. 
Proof. Obvious. 
Corollary 2.8. The union of a nano α-closed set and a nano β-
closed set is nano β-closed. 
Remark 2.1. The arbitrary intersection of nano β-closed sets is
nano β-closed but the union of two nano β-closed sets may not
be nano β-closed set. This is clearly by the following example. 
Example 2.3. Let U = { a, b, c, d} with U/R = {{ a } , { c } , { b, d}}
and A = { a, b} . Then τR (A ) = { U, φ, { a } , { b, d} , { a, b, d}} , the
subsets F = { b} and W = { a, d} are nano β-closed sets but
F ∪ W = { a, b, d} is not nano β-closed set. 
Proposition 2.9. Each nano β-open set which is nano semi-closed
is nano semi-open. 
Proof. Let A be a nano β-open set and nano semi-closed.
Then, A ⊆ ncl ( nint ( ncl ( A ))) and nint ( ncl ( A )) ⊆ A . Therefore,
nint ( ncl ( A )) ⊆ nint ( A ) and so, ncl ( nint ( ncl ( A ))) ⊆ ncl ( nint ( A )).
Hence, A ⊆ ncl ( nint ( ncl ( A ))) ⊆ ncl ( nint ( A )). This means that A
is nano semi-open. 
Proposition 2.10. A subset F of a nano topological space ( U ,
τR ( X )) is nano β-closed if and only if ncl (U − ncl (nint(F ))) −
(U − ncl (F )) ⊃ ncl (F ) − F . 
Proof. ncl (U − ncl (F )) − (U − ncl (F )) ⊃ ncl (F ) − F if and
only if (U − nint(ncl (nint(F )))) − (U − ncl (F )) ⊃ ncl (F ) − F 
if and only if (U − nint(ncl (nint(F )))) ∩ ncl (F ) ⊃ ncl (F ) − F 
if and only if (U ∩ ncl (F )) − (nint(ncl (nint(F ))) ∩ ncl (F )) ⊃
ncl (F ) − F if and only if ncl (F ) − (nint(ncl (nint(F ))) ⊃
ncl (F ) − F if and only if F ⊃ init ( ncl ( ninl ( F ))) if and only if F is
nano β-closed. 
Proposition 2.11. Let F be a subset of a nano topological space
( U , τR ( X )) . If F is nano β-closed and nano semi-open, then it is
nano semi-closed. 
Proof. Since F is nano β-closed and nano semi-open then
 − F is nano β-open and nano semi-closed and so by
Proposition 2.9 . U − F is nano semi-open. Therefore, F is nano
semi-closed. 
Proposition 2.12. Each nano β-open set and nano α-closed set is
nano regular closed. 
Proof. Let A ⊆ U be a nano β-open set and nano α-closed
set. Then A ⊆ ncl ( nint ( ncl ( A ))) and ncl ( nint ( ncl ( A ))) ⊂A , which
implies that ncl ( nint ( ncl ( A ))) ⊆ A ⊆ ncl ( nint ( ncl ( A ))). So, A =
ncl (nint(ncl (A ))) . This means that A is nano closed, and so it is
nano regular closed. 
Corollary 2.13. Each nano β-closed set and nano α-open set is
nano regular open. 
Proposition 2.14. Let τR ( X ) be the class of nano open subsets of
X then, τR (X ) = nintNβO (X ) . 
Proof. If G ∈ τR ( X ) then G ∈ N βO ( X ). Since G = nint(G ) , then
G ∈ nintN βO ( X ). 
Conversely, let G ∈ nintN βO ( X ) then G = nint(W ) for some
W ∈ N βO ( X ). Thus G is nano open. 
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{  . Some classes of nano continuity 
eﬁnition 3.1. Let ( U , τR ( X )) and (V, τ ∗R ′ (Y )) be nano topolog-
cal spaces. The mapping f : (U, τR (X )) → (V, τ ∗R ′ (Y )) is said to
e nano β-continuous or (nano semi-pre-continuous) if f −1 (A ) 
s nano β-open set in U for every nano open set A in V . 
The relations between the above types of nano near continu- 
us functions is clearly by the following diagram: 
Now, we show that, none of these implications is reversible 
s shown by the following examples. 
xample 3.1. Let U = { a, b, c, d} with U/R = {{ a } , { d} , { b, c }}
nd X = { a, d} . Then τR (X ) = { U, φ, { a, d}} . Let V =
 x, y, z, w } with V/R ′ = {{ x } , { z } , { y, w }} , Y = { x, y } then
∗
R ′ (Y ) = { V, φ, { x } , { y, w } , { x, y, z }} . Deﬁne f : U → V as
f (a ) = y, f (b) = y, f (c ) = z, f (d ) = w, then f is nano α-
ontinuous but not nano-continuous. 
xample 3.2. Let U = { a, b, c, d} with U/R = {{ a } , { c } , { b, d}}
nd X = { a, b} . Then τR (X ) = { U, φ, { b, d} , { a, b, d}} . Let V =
 x, y, z, w } with V/R ′ = {{ x } , { w } , { y, z }} . Deﬁne f as; f (a ) = y,
f (b) = y, f (c ) = z, f (d ) = w, then: 
(1) f is nano semi-continuous but not nano α-continuous. 
(2) f is nano γ -continuous but not nano pre-continuous. 
xample 3.3. Let ( U , τR ( X )) and (V, τ ∗R ′ (Y )) be nano topolog-
cal spaces deﬁned as in Example 3.2 and let g : U → V be de-
ned as follows g(a ) = w, g(b) = y, g(c ) = z, g(d ) = w . Then g
s nano β-continuous but not nano γ -continuous. 
xample 3.4. Let ( U , τR ( X )) and (V, τ ∗R ′ (Y )) be nano topolog-
cal spaces deﬁned as in Example 3.2 and let h : U → V be de-
ned as follows h (a ) = y, h (b) = x, h (c ) = z, h (d ) = w . Then h
s nano γ -continuous but not nano semi-continuous. 
xample 3.5. Let ( U , τR ( X )) and (V, τ ∗R ′ (Y )) be nano topologi-
al spaces deﬁned as in Example 3.2 and let f : U → V be a map-
ing deﬁned as follows f (a ) = w, f (b) = x, f (c ) = w, f (d ) =
 . Then f is nano pre-continuous but not nano α-continuous. 
heorem 3.1. Let ( U , τR ( X )) and (V, τ ∗R ′ (Y )) be nano topolog-
cal spaces, and let f : (U, τR (X )) → (V, τ ∗R ′ (Y )) be a mapping.
hen, the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) f is nano β-continuous. (2) The inverse image of every nano closed set G in V is nano
β-closed in U. 
(3) f ( n βcl ( A )) ⊆ ncl ( f ( A )), for every subset A of U. 
(4) nβcl ( f −1 (F )) ⊆ f −1 (ncl (F )) , for every subset F of V. 
(5) f −1 (nint(F )) ⊆ nβint( f −1 (F )) , for every subset F of V. 
roof. (1) ⇒ (2): Let f be nano β-continuous and let F be nano
losed set in V . That is V − F is nano open in V . Since f is nano
-continuous mapping. Then f −1 (V − F ) is nano β-open in U .
hen f −1 (V − F ) = U − f −1 (F ) which means that, f −1 (F ) is
ano β-closed set in U . 
(2) ⇒ (1): Let G be nano open set in V . Then, f −1 (V − G ) is
ano β-closed in U . Then f −1 (G ) is nano β-open in U . There-
ore, f is nano β-continuous mapping. 
(1) ⇒ (3): Let f be nano β-continuous and let A ⊆
 . Since f is nano β-continuous and ncl ( f ( A )) is nano
losed in V , f −1 (ncl ( f (A ))) is nano β-closed in U .
ince f ( A ) ⊆ ncl ( f ( A )), f −1 ( f (A )) ⊆ f −1 (ncl ( f (A ))) , then
βcl (A ) ⊆ nβcl [ f −1 (ncl ( f (A )))] = f −1 (ncl ( f (A ))) . Thus
βcl (A ) ⊆ f −1 (ncl ( f (A ))) . Therefore, f ( n βcl ( f ( A ))) ⊆ ncl ( f ( A ))
or every subset A of U . 
(3) ⇒ (1): Let f ( n βcl ( A )) ⊆ ncl ( f ( A )) for every subset A
f U . Let F be nano closed in V , then f (nβcl (F )) ⊆
cl ( f ( f −1 (F ))) = ncl (F ) = F that is f (nβcl ( f −1 (F ))) ⊆ F .
hus nβcl ( f −1 (F )) ⊆ f −1 (F ) , but f −1 (F ) ⊆ nβcl ( f −1 (F )) .
ence nβcl ( f −1 (F )) = f −1 (F ) . Therefore, f −1 (F ) is nano β-
losed in U for every nano closed set F in V . That is f is nano
-continuous. 
(1) ⇒ (4): Let f be a nano β-continuous and let F ⊆ V ,
hen ncl ( F ) is nano closed in V and hence f −1 (ncl (F ))
s nano β-closed in U . Therefore, nβcl [ f −1 (ncl (F ))] =
f −1 (ncl (F )) . Since F ⊆ n βcl ( F ), f −1 (F ) ⊆ f −1 (ncl (F )) .
hen nβcl ( f −1 (F )) ⊆ nβcl ( f −1 (ncl (F ))) = f −1 (ncl (F )) .
hus nβcl ( f −1 (F )) ⊆ f −1 (ncl (F )) . 
(4) ⇒ (1): Let nβcl ( f −1 (F )) ⊆ f −1 (ncl (F )) for every sub-
et F of V . If F be nano closed in V , then ncl (F ) = F .
y assumption, nβcl ( f −1 (F )) ⊆ f −1 (ncl (F )) = f −1 (F ) . But
f −1 (F ) ⊆ nβcl ( f −1 (F )) . Therefore, nβcl ( f −1 (F )) = f −1 (F ) .
hat is, f −1 (F ) is nano β-closed in U for every nano closed set
 in V . Therefore f is nano β-continuous. 
(1) ⇒ (5): Let f be a nano β-continuous and let F ⊆ V , then
int ( F ) is nano open in V and hence f −1 (nint(F )) is nano β-
pen in U . Therefore nβi nt[ f −1 (ni nt(F ))] = f −1 (nint(F )) .
lso, nint ( F ) ⊆ F implies that f −1 (nint(F )) ⊆ f −1 (F ) .
herefore, nβint( f −1 (nint(F ))) ⊆ nβint( f −1 (F )) . That is, 
f −1 (nint(F )) ⊆ nβint( f −1 (F )) 
(5) ⇒ (1): Let f −1 (nint(F )) ⊆ nβint( f −1 (F )) for ev-
ry F ⊆ V . If F is nano open in V , then nint(F ) = F .
y assumption, f −1 (nint(F )) ⊆ nβint( f −1 (F )) . Thus 
f −1 (F ) ⊆ nβint( f −1 (F )) . But nβint( f −1 (F )) ⊆ f −1 (F ) .
herefore, f −1 (F ) = nβint( f −1 (F )) . That is, f −1 (F ) is nano
-open in U for every nano open set F in V . Therefore, f is nano
-continuous. 
emark 3.1. If f : (U, τR (X )) → (V, τ ∗R ′ (Y )) is nano β-
ontinuous where ( U , τR ( X )) and (V, τ ∗R ′ (Y )) are nano topolog-
cal spaces. Then f ( nbcl ( A )) is not necessarily equal to ncl ( f ( A )).
his is clearly by the following example: 
xample 3.6. Let U = { a, b, c, d, e } with U/R = {{ a, c } , { b} ,
 d} , { e }} . Let X = { a, b, c } ⊆ U. Then τR (X ) = { U, φ, { a, b, c }} .
et V = { u, v, z, y, z } with V/R ′ = {{ u } , { z, v } , { x, y }} and Y =
 u, v, z } ⊆ V. Then τ ∗R ′ (Y ) = { V, φ, { z, u, v }} . Deﬁne f : U → V as
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 f (a ) = x, f (b) = x, f (c ) = u, f (d ) = v, f (e ) = y . Clearly, f is
nano β-continuous. Let A = { a, b, c } ⊆ V. Then f (nβcl (A )) =
f ({ a, b, c, d, e } ) = { u, v, x, y } . But, ncl ( f (A )) = ncl ({ x, u } ) =
 . Thus f (nβcl (A ))  = ncl ( f (A )) . 
Remark 3.2. In Theorem 3.1 equality of the statements 4 and 5
does not hold in general as shown by the following example: 
Example 3.7. Let U = { a, b, c, d} with U/R = {{ a, d} , { b} , { c }} .
Let X = { a, c } ⊆ U. Then τR (X ) = { U, φ, { c } , { a, d} , { a, c, d}} .
Let V = { x, y, z, w } with V/R ′ = {{ x } , { y } , { z } , { w }} and Y =
{ x, w } ⊆ V. Then τ ∗R (Y ) = { V, φ, { x, w }} . Deﬁne f : U → V
as f (a ) = x, f (b) = y, f (c ) = z, f (d ) = w. Then f is nano β-
continuous. 
(i) Let F = { z, w } ⊆ V. Then f −1 (ncl (F )) = f −1 (V ) = U 
and nβcl ( f −1 (F )) = nβcl ({ c, d} ) = { b, c, d} . Therefore,
nβcl ( f −1 (F ))  = f −1 (ncl (F )) . 
(ii) Let F = { z, w } ⊆ V. Then f −1 (nint({ x, y } )) = f −1 ({ x,
y } ) = { a, b} and nβint( f −1 (F )) = nβint( f −1 ({ x, y } )) =
nβint({ a, b} ) = { a } . Therefore, f −1 (nint(F ))  = nβint
( f −1 (F )) . 
4. Application in nano topology 
Example 4.1. Measles is an acute viral and infectious disease.
It is more prevalent in childhood, but may infect adults as well
and the cause of this disease is measles virus. It is spread by
contact with infected person through coughing and, sneezing
and is transmitted by droplet infection or air borne. The virus
remains active and contagious on a contaminated surface for
up to two hours. The incubation period ranging from 5 to 10
days. The symptoms of this disease are skin rashes, fatigue,
dry cough, conjunctivitis and fever. The disease can be pre-
vented through vaccination by measles vaccine. After recovery
from measles person acquires immunity against infection for his
life. 
The next table gives data about 8 patients. 
Patients Skin Conjunctivitis dry Fatigue Temperature Measles 
rash (S) (C) cough (D ) (F ) T 
p 1 Yes Yes No No normal No 
p 2 Yes Yes No No very high Yes 
p 3 Yes No No No high Yes 
p 4 No No No No very high No 
p 5 No Yes Yes Yes high No 
p 6 Yes No No No high No 
p 7 Yes Yes Yes Yes high Yes 
p 8 Yes Yes No No very high Yes 
The columns represent the attributes (the symptoms for
measles) and the rows represent the objects (the patients) in the
above table. 
Let U = { p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , p 4 , p 5 , p 6 , p 7 , p 8 } , then: 
Case I : Let X = { p 2 , p 3 , p 7 , p 8 } be the set of patient having
measles. Let R be the equivalence relation on U with respect to
the set of all condition attributes. 
The set of equivalence classes corresponding to R is given
by U/I(R ) = {{ p 1 } , { p 2 , p 8 } , { p 3 , p 6 } , { p 4 } , { p 5 } , { p 7 }} , therefore
the nano topology on U with respect to X is given by
τR (X ) = { U, φ, { p 2 , p 7 , p 8 } , { p 2 , p 3 , p 6 , p 7 , p 8 } , { p 3 , p 6 }} . If we
remove the attribute “Skin rash” we get U/I (R − (S)) = {{ p 1 } , { p 2 , p 8 } , { p 3 , p 6 } , { p 4 } , { p 5 , p 7 }} .
Hence τR −(S) (X ) = { U, { p 2 , p 8 } , { p 2 , p 3 , p 5 , p 6 , p 7 , p 8 } , { p 3 , p 5 ,
p 6 , p 7 }}  = τR (X ) . If we remove the attribute “con-
junctivitis” we get U/I(R − (C)) = U/I(R ) and hence
τR −(C) (X ) = τR (X ) . If we remove the attribute “dry
cough” we get U/I(R − (D )) = U/I(R ) and hence
τR −(D ) (X ) = τR (X ) . If we remove the attribute “fatigue” we
get U/I(R − (F )) = U/I(R ) and hence τR −(F ) (X ) = τR (X ) . If
we remove the attribute “temperature” we get, U/I(R − T ) =
{{ p 1 , p 2 , p 8 } , { p 3 , p 6 }{ p 4 } , { p 5 } , { p 7 }} . Therefore τR −(T ) (X ) =
{ U, φ, { p 7 } , { p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , p 6 , p 7 , p 8 } , { p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , p 6 , p 8 }}  = τR (X ) .
From Case I we get core (R ) = { S, T } . 
Case II : Let X = { p 1 , p 4 , p 5 , p 6 } be the set
of patients not having measles. Then U/I(R ) =
{{ p 1 } , { p 3 , p 6 } , { p 4 } , { p 5 } , { p 2 , p 8 } , { p 7 }} , therefore τR (X ) =
{ U, φ, { p 1 , p 4 , p 5 } , { p 1 , p 3 , p 4 , p 5 , p 6 } , { p 3 , p 6 }} . If we re-
move the attribute “Skin rash” we get, U/I(R − (S)) =
{{ p 1 } , { p 3 , p 6 } , { p 4 } , { p 5 , p 7 } , { p 2 , p 8 }} , and hence τR −(S) (X ) =
{ U, φ, { p 1 , p 4 } , { p 1 , p 3 , p 4 , p 5 , p 6 , p 7 } , { p 3 , p 5 , p 6 , p 7 }}  = τR (X ) .
If the attribute “conjunctivitis” is removed we get, 
U/I(R − (C)) = {{ p 1 } , { p 4 , p 6 } , { p4 } , { p 5 } , { p 2 , p 8 } , { p 7 }}
which is the same as U / I ( R ) and hence τR −(C) (X ) =
τR (X ) . If the attribute “dry cough” is removed we get,
/I(R − (D )) = {{ p 1 } , { p 3 , p 6 } , { p 4 } , { p 5 } , { p 2 , p 8 } , { p 7 }} , 
which is the same as U / I ( R ) and hence τR −(D ) (X ) = τR (X ) .
When the attribute “fatigue” is omitted, U/I(R − (F )) =
{{ p 1 } , { p 3 , p 6 } , { p 4 } , { p 5 } , { p 2 , p 8 } , { p 7 }} , which is the same
as U / I ( R ) and hence τR −(F ) (X ) = τR (X ) . If the at-
tribute “Temperature” is removed we get, U/I(R − (T )) =
{{ p 1 , p 2 , p 8 } , { p 3 , p 6 } , { p 4 } , { p 5 } , { p 7 }} , therefore τR −(T ) (X ) =
{ U, φ, { p 4 , p 5 } , { p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , p 4 , p 5 , p 6 , p 8 } , { p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , p 6 , p 8 }}  = 
τR (X ) . From Case II we get core (R ) = { S, T } . 
Observation : From the two cases above, we investigate that,
“skin rash” and “Temperature” are the necessary and suﬃcient
to say that a patient has measles. 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper some of the properties of nano near open sets and
nano continuity are discussed. Also, we introduce an applica-
tion example in nano topology. Thus it is advantageous to use
nano topology in real life situations. 
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